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Abstract—Depth of field is an important factor of imaging
systems that highly affects the quality of the acquired spatial
information. Extended depth of field (EDoF) imaging is a
challenging ill-posed problem and has been extensively addressed
in the literature. We propose a computational imaging approach
for EDoF, where we employ wavefront coding via a diffractive
optical element (DOE) and we achieve deblurring through a
convolutional neural network. Thanks to the end-to-end differ-
entiable modeling of optical image formation and computational
post-processing, we jointly optimize the optical design, i.e., DOE,
and the deblurring through standard gradient descent methods.
Based on the properties of the underlying refractive lens and
the desired EDoF range, we provide an analytical expression
for the search space of the DOE, which is instrumental in the
convergence of the end-to-end network. We achieve superior
EDoF imaging performance compared to the state of the art,
where we demonstrate results with minimal artifacts in various
scenarios, including deep 3D scenes and broadband imaging.
Index Terms—Wavefront coding, Neural networks, Extended
depth of field
I. INTRODUCTION
A conventional imaging system can produce sharp imagesonly for objects that are within the so-called depth of
field (DoF). The DoF resides around the focused depth of the
scene, which is determined by the effective focal length of
the main lens and the lens-to-sensor distance, and its extent
is dictated by the aperture size (more specifically, numerical
aperture), i.e., the smaller the aperture, the larger the DoF.
Although for some applications smaller DoFs may be pre-
ferred, it is mostly desirable to have as large DoF as possible
to be able to acquire sharp images of deep scenes. This,
however, cannot be achieved arbitrarily without sacrificing
some other image quality factors. For instance, in microscopy,
high numerical aperture objectives are especially critical to
acquire fine details around the focused object depth. Since
such objectives result in very shallow DoF, the microscopic
imaging systems usually have to do depth scanning [1] to
be able to cover the whole depth range of interest, which
is typically much larger than the DoF. In photography, on
the other hand, the imaging resolution at the focused depth
is not usually a concern, since the features of interest are
mostly much coarser than the diffraction-limited resolution.
Thus, there is some flexibility of applying the naive approach
of decreasing the aperture size to extend the DoF. By doing
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this, the intensity of the light reaching the sensor is reduced,
which usually results in intolerable degradation in the image
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
An extended DoF (EDoF) imaging approach should be able
to provide larger DoF compared to such conventional imaging
scenarios without significantly sacrificing the spatial resolution
at the focused object depth. In general, one can express the
forward imaging process mathematically as the convolution
of the ideal all-in-focus (pinhole) image with the depth-
dependent point spread function (PSF) of the imaging system.
The optical defocus blur in conventional imaging systems with
clear aperture is low-pass in nature. Therefore, the problem of
defocus deblurring can be rarely solved via a single-image
computational-only method, though several methods exist that
rely on conventional clear aperture images [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6]. This has led to the development of computational imaging
approaches, for at least a few decades now, which essentially
aim at engineering the PSF to make it more suitable for EDoF
imaging [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],
[17], [18], [19]. Such approaches can be mainly organized
into two categories: coded-aperture and wavefront coding.
In the coded-aperture imaging, the image is modified by
means of a PSF coded with an optimized amplitude-mask
at the aperture position [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. Such
mask basically modulates the intensity of the incident light,
e.g., for a binary coded aperture the light is either trans-
mitted or blocked at a given aperture position. Under the
ray optics formalism (which is widely adopted in coded-
aperture approaches), the depth-dependency of PSF can be
described through the simple scaling operation, where the
scale of the aperture is determined by the depth of the
object point. Having estimated the depth information based
on such (depth-dependent) defocus blur, i.e. defocus map, the
problem of defocus deblurring is usually solved locally by
applying (non-blind) deconvolution. Thus, such approaches
need to find an optimal coded aperture that enables solving
the monocular depth estimation and deblurring at the same
time (blind deconvolution), which is a challenging problem
due to contradictory requirements. An effective way for depth
estimation, for instance, is to discriminate the depths based on
the shifting behaviour of the zero-crossings in the modulation
transfer functions (MTFs), which are the Fourier transforms of
the corresponding PSFs [7]. On the other hand, for efficient
deblurring, the pass-bands of the MTFs should be as broad
as possible to recover features at different spatial frequencies.
Furthermore, depending on the amount of attenuation in the
light intensity, a coded-aperture camera also suffers from
degradations in the SNR.
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2The wavefront coding [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
on the other hand, employs a (transparent) phase element at
the aperture position, such as a diffractive optical element
(DOE) or a refractive free-form lens. The main objective of
the wavefront coding is to achieve a depth-invariant PSF,
while still preserving the information at all spatial frequen-
cies. Having a depth-invariant PSF, the deblurring problem is
simplified to non-blind deconvolution without an explicit depth
estimation. Unlike the coded-aperture methods, the wavefront
coding approach does not attenuate the intensity of the inci-
dent light. That is, ideally, the image SNR is not degraded.
Despite such advantages, the EDoF imaging capabilities of
above-mentioned conventional wavefront coding techniques
are limited, i.e., they are not able to provide satisfactory image
qualities in the desired large EDoF ranges. There are few
reasons for this. First, to the best of our knowledge, none of
those approaches systematically analyse or derive the search
space for the phase code that would serve well for the given
EDoF setting. This is a critical aspect to address for the
efficient convergence of the underlying optimization problem,
which otherwise would converge to sub-optimal solutions.
Second, all such approaches try to mainly optimize the optics,
i.e., the phase code, based on the optimization criteria on
the PSF being depth-independent and wide-band. The decon-
volution then follows, just to digitally decode the optically-
coded information, with a known code, that is assumed to
be depth-invariant. However, it is usually not possible to
achieve such a perfectly depth-invariant code. Furthermore,
the employed phase element might cause dispersion of the
chromatic components. This make the problem of achieving
depth-independent PSF for all channels and for the whole
continuous spectrum of interest more challenging, even if the
channels are rigorously modeled and incorporated into the
formulation of the optimization problem.
Besides the above-mentioned categories of EDoF imaging,
it is also worth mentioning the group of methods relying
on light field [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]. Plenoptic cameras
[20], [21], [22] have originally aimed at acquiring the multi-
dimensional light field information through spatio-angular
multiplexing, which is implemented via a microlens array
placed just in front of the sensor. Although plenoptic cameras
can deliver significant EDoF imaging capabilities [20], this ex-
tension in DoF comes at the expense of (significant) decrease
in the spatial resolution due to the inherent spatio-angular
trade-off in lens array based light-field imaging. Additional
designs are focused on optimizing the imaging model for
EDoF imaging, rather than capturing the light field [23], [24].
The advantage of such methods is that in frequency domain,
only a 3D subset of the 4D light field contributes to focus due
to the dimensionality gap [23], [25]. The key concept of [23]
is to maximize the EDoF imaging by concentrating the limited
energy onto such subset. The PSF of their setup is still depth
dependent, which requires a coarse depth estimation. In [24],
an approximately depth-invariant PSF is achieved via radially
symmetric diffuser encoding, which is analyzed in the light
field space.
Unlike the above-mentioned conventional coded-aperture
and wavefront coding approaches that put the main emphasize
on the optics, in this work, we solve the computational EDoF
imaging problem via an end-to-end optimization framework,
where we model the optics (phase-coded camera) and the
post-processing (deblurring) algorithm as an end-to-end dif-
ferentiable neural network. In particular, our computational
EDoF camera employs the hybrid combination of a refractive
lens and a DOE at the aperture position, where the DOE
serves for the wavefront coding, and a convolutional neural
network (CNN) as the deblurring algorithm. By training such
end-to-end network we jointly optimize the DOE and the
deblurring-CNN based on the characteristics of natural images.
Regarding the optics, the hybrid refractive-diffractive optics
is particularly useful for our approach. First, the refractive
lens, which serves as the main lens, significantly relaxes the
sampling requirements of the DOE compared to DOE-only
optics, which consequently contributes to the fast convergence
of the end-to-end network. Second, the opposite color disper-
sion characteristics of the refractive lens and DOE enables
achieving broadband imaging with minimal dispersion. The
above-mentioned factors together result in superior EDoF
performance with respect to the state-of-the-art.
Preliminary results of the proposed method have been pre-
sented in [26]. In this article, we extend that work by providing
a more detailed discussion and analysis of the algorithm,
as well as demonstrating the validity and robustness of the
approach through rigorous simulation results, e.g., covering
broadband imaging and 3D scene scenarios. Furthermore, we
demonstrate the EDoF imaging capabilities of our approach
in the case of real-world imagery. In particular, we have
fabricated the optimized DOE by using gray-scale lithography
and employ it in a benchtop optical setup, used in the real-
world imaging tests. The organization of the paper is as fol-
lows. In Sec. II, we review the latest end-to-end optimization
methods, focusing on EDoF imaging approaches. In Sec. III,
the problem is discussed through wave optics based image
formation and MTF analysis. In Sec. IV, the proposed method
is described in detail. In Sec. V, we summarize the simulation
results. In Sec. VI, the real-world experiments are presented
and discussed. Finally, we conclude the work in Sec. VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The approach of end-to-end imaging based on supervised
learning have been recently applied not only for EDoF imaging
[27], [28] but also for single image depth estimation, [29],
[30], light field imaging [31], spectral imaging [32], image
classification [33], etc., resulting in notable improvements in
each of these problems. The widely demonstrated success of
CNNs in such inverse problems as well as the approach of
co-design of the optics and the post processing set the basis
of all these works.
In particular, the recently proposed EDoF methods [27]
and [28] are closely related to our co-design of the optics
and the post-processing deblurring algorithm. The method in
[27] utilizes only a single phase element, either a DOE or
a free form refractive lens placed at the aperture position.
The post-processing deblurring is implemented via Wiener
deconvolution, which is likely sub-optimal given the deviations
3from the perfectly depth-invariant PSF. The search spaces for
the phase elements are chosen based on the Fourier basis or
Zernike polynomials. However, there is no systematic analysis
or validation of the employed optimization search space in
connection with the device limitations, such as the range of
EDoF, provided. On the other hand, the phase mask optimized
by [28] consists of a DOE, which is assumed at the aperture
position of the color aberration-corrected (compound) refrac-
tive lens system. The post-processing deblurring algorithm is
based on a CNN. The search space of the DOE is chosen to
be a single-ring binary pattern with two concentric regions
(introducing either no phase shift or a uniform phase shift).
Although multiple-ring versions are also tested, such choices
are likely to generate sub-optimal mask patterns (indeed, we
demontrate this in Sec. V), as, again, there is no validation
provided demonstrating that the optimal solution lies in such
a search space.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Fig. 1: The optical setup of the imaging model, which consists
of a refractive lens and a complex-valued coded mask.
In this section, we describe the problem through an image
formation model derived based on wave optics. Fig. 1 demon-
strates the optical design of our camera. The sensor is placed
at a distance zi from the lens plane. The spatial coordinates
at the lens and the sensor planes are denoted as (s, t) and
(x, y), respectively. Let us start with a scene illuminated by
a monochromatic and spatially incoherent light source with
wavelength λ, and each object point is defined by its intensity
and distance from the lens plane. Ignoring the monocular
parallax within the entrance pupil, such scene can be described
via an image and depth map pair. The PSF of a point in 3D
space, hz,λ(x, y), is both depth and wavelength dependent.
The sensor image with respect to the points at z is then the
convolution between the ideal (pinhole) image Iz,λ(x, y) and
the PSF hz,λ(x, y),
Isz,λ(x, y) = Iz,λ(x, y) ∗ hz,λ(x, y), (1)
where Isz,λ is the sensor image and ∗ is the convolution
operator. The final image recorded at the sensor, Isλ, is the
integration of Isz (x, y) over all possible depth values in the
scene, accounting also for the sensor noise,
Isλ(x, y) =
∫
Isz,λ(x, y)dz + ηs, (2)
where ηs ∼ N (0, σ2s) is zero-mean Gaussian noise with
standard deviation σs.
The recovery of the sharp image depends on the character-
istics of the PSF hz,λ(x, y). In particular, the reconstruction
quality is dictated by the frequency support of the PSF. If, for
instance, the corresponding MTF is a low-pass function, the
problem becomes ill-posed with infinitely many solutions for
the high frequency components of the original image. In the
following, the mathematical model of the PSF is derived using
wave optics, which is the basis for the design principles, as
well as the proposed optimization scheme.
Consider an imaging system including a refractive lens and
a complex coded mask as in Fig. 1, where the amplitude
modulation and the phase shift by the mask are denoted by
A(s, t) and Φλ(s, t), respectively. For a transparent (refrac-
tive or diffractive) optical element, the wavelength-dependent
phase shift Φλ(s, t) is manipulated by the thickness function
of the element, d(s, t) as
Φλ(s, t) = k(nλ − 1)d(s, t), (3)
where k = 2pi/λ is the wave number and nλ is the wavelength-
dependent refractive index of the material. Within the paraxial
optics limits and assuming thin lens model, the monochromatic
incoherent PSF of such system is expressed as [34]
hλ,z(x, y) ∝
∣∣∣∣F{Qλ,z(s, t)}|( x
λzi
, yλzi
)∣∣∣∣2, (4)
where F{.} is the Fourier transform operator,
Qλ,z(s, t) = A(s, t) exp(jΦλ(s, t)) exp
[
jΨλ,z
(
s2 + t2
r2
)]
(5)
is the so-called generalized pupil function,
Ψλ,z =
pi
λ
(
1
z
+
1
zi
− 1
fλ
)
r2 (6)
is the defocus coefficient, fλ is the wavelength-dependent focal
length, and r is the radius of the pupil. Please refer to the
Appendix for detailed derivation.
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Fig. 2: MTFs of three different imaging systems; conventional
(left), coded-aperture [7] (middle), and wavefront coding [13]
(right), for three different values of the defocus coefficient Ψ.
Fig. 2 illustrates the MTFs for three different defocus values,
Ψλ,z , where λ = 543nm. The conventional imaging case
with clear aperture (left) has two major problems. First, as
the defocus scale is increased, the MTF quickly decreases to
zero, which makes the problem severely ill-posed. Second,
the MTF is strongly dependent on the defocus; therefore, the
deconvolution with correct kernel requires a priori knowledge
or estimation of the defocus, equivalently the object depth.
4The coded-aperture imaging (Fig. 2, middle) can be thought
as the modification of the lens amplitude function A(s, t) of
Eq. 5. The above-mentioned issues related to the conventional
cameras are addressed in the coded-aperture design. In [7],
for instance, the change in the MTF due to the defocus is
optimized such that at each defocus scale, the locations of
the zeros in the MTFs are distinguishable. Such method eases
the estimation of the depth, from which a non-blind deconvo-
lution can be applied with estimated blur kernels. However,
such coded-aperture camera fails to image details of spatial
frequencies at or around the zero-crossings, where the image
noise is also inevitably amplified during deblurring. Several
other methods exist to overcome this and offer full-band (i.e.,
at all spatial frequencies) imaging via coded-aperture, which
are reviewed in [8] in detail. However, in their comparisons,
they assume that the depth is known a priori, which is a strong
assumption since alleviating the zero-crossings makes it harder
to identify the defocus level with single camera.
The wavefront coding [13] (Fig. 2, right) aims at altering the
phase component Φλ(s, t) of the generalized pupil of Eq. 5.
As it can be seen in the figure, such approach provides few
critical advantages in the EDoF problem compared to the
coded-apertures and conventional cameras. First, the frequency
response is wider in high defocus levels, which decreases
the attenuation of the high frequency components making
the problem less ill-posed. Second, the MTF is relatively
independent with respect to the defocus level. The defocus
deblurring can then be approximated as a non-blind decon-
volution via an average blur kernel, which does not require
any depth information. These factors form the basis of any
wavefront-coding approaches. Our method also relies on them
in achieving successful EDoF performance. However, unlike
conventional wavefront-coding methods, our approach is able
to achieve EDoF imaging in significantly larger depth ranges
thanks to the co-design of optimal optics and subsequent
deblurring. In the following section, the proposed method is
described in details.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
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Fig. 3: Overall representation of proposed setup.
Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed end-to-end learning scheme.
The inputs to the network are the patches of sharp natural
images, and a single depth value for each image patch. The
network is divided into two main parts, namely the compu-
tational camera model and the D-CNN. The computational
camera model takes the input image and the depth values
to simulate the sensor image based on the forward model
described in Sec. III. The post-processing network takes the
resulting sensor image as the input, and estimates the sharp
image as the output. The depths of the images are not given as
input to the deblurring network; the post-processing algorithm
is expected to obtain the sharp images without knowing the
depth explicitly. In the following, more detailed description of
the camera and D-CNN models are given.
A. Computational Camera Model
Sensor = 
𝐼 ∗ ℎ + 𝜂
PSF
𝐼
𝑧
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Fig. 4: Computational camera model.
The computational camera model takes the sharp image I
and a constant depth z as inputs, and outputs the sensor image
Is. The PSF layer in Fig. 4 outputs the depth-dependent PSFs
for three color channels based on wave-optics derivations.
We utilize Eq. 4 to calculate the PSF for each iteration. The
amplitude A(s, t) is kept fixed as the circular function within
the aperture diameter. The camera parameters such as the
phase function of the lens, the sensor-to-lens distance zi, and
the mask sampling grid (s, t) are defined in advance and given
as the layer properties. The phase Φλ(s, t) is defined as the
parameter to be optimized (see Appendix for derivation of the
derivative of error with respect to Φλ(s, t) that is used in the
backward pass).
Eq. 3 dictates a physical constraint between the thickness
function and the phase delay of the DOE, which relates
the phase delays at different wavelengths. For a nominal
wavelength λ0, such relation can be formulated as
Φλ(s, t) = Φλ0(s, t)
λ0(nλ − 1)
λ(nλ0 − 1)
. (7)
During training, we optimize Φλ0 , from which Φλ are obtained
using Eq. 7 in the forward pass. Taking into account fabrication
errors in the height profile of the DOE (correspondingly its
phase), we also add random Gaussian noise to Φλ0 in each
iteration to increase the robustness of the algorithm to such
deviations in the phase. The standard deviation of the phase
noise is derived via the production error of the DOE. In other
words, the zero-mean production error is defined with the
standard deviation σd as ηd ∼ N (0, σ2d), from which the phase
error is calculated via Eq. 3.
1) Optimum Signal Space Analysis: The object depth z is
chosen randomly from the uniform distribution U(z−, z+),
where z− and z+ are the scene depth limits. In this section,
we derive the optimum sampling strategy of the phase mask
given the scene-depth limits, equivalently the defocus range.
The sampling rate significantly affects the number of param-
eters to optimize within the mask, thus the training speed
and convergence. On the other hand, since the PSF is the
magnitude square of the Fourier transform of the defocused
5pupil function as in Eq. 4, the minimum sampling rate of the
mask pattern should be derived in order to avoid aliasing due to
under-sampling of the defocused pupil function, which would
otherwise result in miscalculated PSF.
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Fig. 5: The frequency spectrum of the defocus chirp func-
tion and its theoretical and practical bandwidths. Left: The
observed bandwidth of the chirp function with respect to the
theoretical bandwith, as a function of changing defocus values.
Right: An example defocus chirp function with Ψ = 40 and
r = 2.5 mm
Let us separate Eq. 5 as the multiplication of two
components, namely the phase delay by the DOE,
P (s, t) = exp(jΦλ(s, t)), and the defocus, D(s, t) =
A(s, t) exp(jΨλ,z(s
2/r2 + t2/r2)). The second term is a
well-defined chirp function, of which the bandwidth can be
approximated through the instantaneous frequency. In 1D case,
the theoretical maximum frequency is given as
wλ,z =
∂(Ψλ,zs
2/r2)
∂s
∣∣∣∣
s=r
=
2Ψλ,z
r
. (8)
In practice, however, the finite aperture size introduces oscil-
lation and tails in the frequency spectrum, which increases
the bandwidth. Fig. 5 illustrates the ratio of the observed
bandwidth of the finite chirp to the theoretical bandwidth
of 2wz with respect to the defocus, as well as an example
chirp function in frequency domain where Ψλ,z = 40 and
r = 2.5 mm. We observe from the figure that the ratio
is inversely proportional to the defocus and assume that a
bandwidth of 4wz with bandlimits of [−2wz, 2wz] will be
enough to account for the tails for higher defocus values.
Furthermore, we assume that the bandlimit of the phase delay
introduced by the DOE will be the same as the maximum
target defocus bandlimit, as it will be enough to manipulate
the PSF within the scene depth range. The defocused pupil
function is then assumed to be bandlimited by [−4wz, 4wz].
Using the Nyquist theorem,
pi
∆s
≥ 4|wz|, (9)
where ∆s is the mask sampling rate. Eq. 8 reveals that wz
is linearly proportional to Ψλ,z . Therefore, the upper limit of
wz can be derived via the maximum defocus value within the
scene, Ψmax = max
λ
(max{|Ψλ,z− |, |Ψλ,z+ |}). Using Eq. 8
and 9, we conclude that the sampling rate for a given scene
depth range should satisfy
∆s ≤ rpi
8Ψmax
. (10)
Fig. 6: CNN-based deblurring network.
B. Deblurring CNN
Fig. 6 illustrates the proposed post-processing algorithm for
image deblurring, which takes the RGB sensor output of the
camera model, Is, as input. Inspired by the recent works on
image restoration [28], [35], [36], [37], we propose a modified
residual network for deblurring. The main advantage of such
approach is to learn the residual image, i.e. the difference
between the sharp image and the sensor output, instead of
learning the original sharp image itself. For image deblurring,
we expect to learn high frequency information, such as edges,
through the residual network. Each of the first five blocks
in the residual network consists of a convolution layer with
32 kernels of 3 × 3 size, a batch normalization, and a leaky
rectified linear unit (LReLU). The dilation in each convolution
layer, denoted with d in the figure, is 1,2,3,2,1, respectively. A
final convolution layer with 3 kernels of 3× 3 size is used to
make the residual output size equal to the original image size.
The residual image is then added to the sensor output, and the
resulting image is given to the transposed convolution layers,
denoted as ConvT in the figure. A transposed convolution layer
computes y = Cᵀx, where C is the convolution matrix and x
and y are the input and output vectors of the layer, respectively.
We observe that the two transposed convolution layers after
the residual network further enhance the image quality. Finally,
the output of the transposed convolution layers is fed into
the Clamp layer, which keeps the data in between 0 and 1,
applying
Clamp(x) =

0, if x < 0,
x, if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,
1, if x > 1.
(11)
We observe that it is crucial to introduce such layer to handle
the dynamic range and channel normalization issues.
The loss function of the network is calculated accounting
both for the data and the prior terms. Given a batch of
T ground-truth images (I1, .., IT ), and the network output
(Io1 , .., I
o
T )
L(I, Io) = 1
T
T∑
t=1
D(It, Iot ) + αR(It, Iot ), (12)
where D(I, Io) is the data loss, R(I, Io) is the regularization
term, and α is the regularization weight. In the proposed
method, we utilize L1-loss
D(I, Io) =
∑
λ
|Iλ − Ioλ|1, (13)
which is demonstrated to provide improvement compared to
L2-loss for various image enhancement problems [38]. The
sparse gradient prior [7] is utilized for the regularization,
which provides sharper details compared to Gaussian prior,
6while suppressing the artifacts. The regularization term is
given as
R(I, Io) =
∑
λ,p,q
e(−β|∇pIλ|
γ)|∇pIoλ|γ + e(−β|∇qIλ|
γ)|∇qIoλ|γ ,
(14)
where ∇pI = Ip,q − Ip−1,q,∇qI = Ip,q − Ip,q−1 are the ver-
tical and horizontal derivatives, respectively. The exponential
terms e(−β|∇pIλ|
γ) and e(−β|∇qIλ|
γ) are included to decrease
the weight of the regularization term at the edges of the ground
truth image, as suggested in [35].
V. SIMULATIONS
The main optics of our EDoF camera is composed of a
refractive lens that works in tandem with a wavefront coding
DOE. The refractive lens is chosen to be an off-the-shelf plano-
convex lens with the effective focal length of fs = 36 mm at
the specification wavelength of λs = 587.6 nm and aperture
radius of r = 2.5 mm (which is the same for the DOE). We
model the red, green, and blue channels with three distinct
wavelengths of 611 nm, 543 nm, and 482 nm, respectively.
The material of the lens is silica with the refractive indices of
1.457, 1.460, and 1.463 at these distinct wavelengths, respec-
tively. The focused distance at the specification wavelength is
fixed as zfs = 1.50 m from the camera plane, in which case
the sensor-to-lens distance is zi = 36.9 mm. The resulting
focus distances for each channel are zfR = 1.62 m, zfG =
1.30 m,and zfB = 1.04 m, respectively. However, please note
that in practice the phase modification through the refractive
lens is modeled via the thickness function using Eq. 3 and 18.
The radius of curvature and the central thickness are taken
from the lens data sheet as R = 16.51 mm and d0 = 2 mm.
The scene depth range is assumed to be [0.5 m,∞), which
corresponds to the maximum defocus of Ψmax = 45. From
Eq. 10, taking the mask sampling rate as ∆s = 21 µm will
be enough to cover such depth range. The sensor resolution is
taken to be ∆x = 6 µm.
The network is trained via an image data set provided
by [39], which contains high-resolution natural images. The
training data is divided into patches of size 300×300 pixels,
where the batch size is set to 4. 10% of the data is used
for the validation. At each iteration, a random depth value
from uniform distribution is assigned to each image patch
within the scene depth limits, i.e. z ∼ U(0.5,∞). To increase
the robustness to different image noise levels, we choose the
standard deviation of the Gaussian sensor noise from the
uniform distribution σs ∼ U(0.001, 0.015). The fabrication
noise of the height map is also assumed to be Gaussian
distributed, but with a fixed standard deviation of σd = 40 nm.
The training is done in 73 epochs using Adam solver [40] as
the optimization method, where the initial learning rate is 1e-
3, first decay rate is 0.9, second decay rate is 0.999, and the
weight decay is 1e-4.
After the optimization at the signal sampling rate of ∆s =
21 µm, we upsample the optimized DOE height map to the
fabrication resolution at ∆sf = 3 µm by bicubic interpolation,
which defines the actual physical DOE to be fabricated. Fig. 7
illustrates the upsampled height map as well as the MTFs
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Fig. 7: The optimized height map (top left), and the modulation
transfer functions (MTFs) at three different depths for red
(611 nm, top right), green (543 nm, bottom left), and blue
(482 nm, bottom right) channels.
at three different depths for each color channel. As expected
from the discussion in Sec. III, the depth dependency of the
MTFs decrease in the proposed method compared to the clear
aperture case, easing the post-processing. However, please note
that the proposed method does not provide a fully depth-
invariant PSF, which is visible e.g. for the objects at infinity
(blue curves in Fig. 7). That is due to the fact that our method
is an end-to-end optimization scheme. The success of the
algorithm is evaluated based on the final reconstruction image
rather than the depth-invariancy of the PSF. Furthermore,
our D-CNN is expected to be robust to such fluctuations in
MTF. If, for instance, Wiener deconvolution is applied instead,
these differences would decrease the image quality, since
such method applies deconvolution with single (average) PSF.
Additionally, we expect D-CNN to utilize the cross-channel
features. The blue and the green channels (Fig. 7, bottom)
have zero-crossings at infinity, while the red channel (Fig. 7,
top right) has a wider response. Such diversity has been shown
to improve the image quality and also been utilized as a key
concept of [28]. In the following, further simulation results are
discussed, considering the fabrication resolution of the mask.
1) Test Images: We provide the comparison of the proposed
algorithm with the existing methods, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
In particular, the USAF test chart pattern and two natural
images from Kodak natural image dataset are tested at three
different depths. Three different approaches are considered for
comparison. The cubic wavefront coding [13] is chosen as the
conventional wavefront coding approach for DoF extension.
The algorithms proposed by Elmalem et.al. [28] and Sitzmann
et.al. [27] are chosen as the more recent advanced methods
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Fig. 8: Comparison of various simulated extended DoF imaging algorithms. From left to right: the cubic phase plate sensor
image, the deblurring result with Wiener deconvolution, sensor image of Elmalem et. al. [28], the deblurring result of their
jointly-optimized post-processing CNN, the sensor image of Sitzmann et. al. [27], the result of their jointly-optimized Wiener
deconvolution, the sensor image of the proposed method, and the output of the D-CNN.
based on the end-to-end learning framework. All the sensor
images are simulated with σs = 0.005 and σd = 30 nm.
The cubic phase-plate and the method of [27] are deconvolved
via Wiener filtering as done in the original works, while the
post-processing of [28] is done with the network trained with
their phase mask. The results demonstrate that the proposed
method has the superior accuracy to the existing methods.
In particular, the cubic wavefront coding [13] suffers from
ringing artifacts, which are significant for the objects at 0.5 m.
Similar artifacts are visible for [27], though they are much
less noticeable. This is because both methods utilize Wiener
deconvolution as the post-processing, which is simply a fast
Fourier transform (FFT)-based filter suffering from boundary
value problem. Although this problem does not occur in [28],
their reconstruction results appear blurry for the objects at
0.5 m. Please note, however, that [28] is optimized for a
8shallower defocus range of [0,8]. Their algorithm still performs
well in the target range covering 0.8 m and 1 m.
[13] [28] [27] Proposed
Sc
en
e
1 0.5m 14.82 14.57 15.16 28.31
0.8m 18.71 27.75 16.72 31.44
1m 19.10 29.11 18.43 30.00
Sc
en
e
2 0.5m 20.18 20.12 25.45 30.98
0.8m 21.27 26.04 27.64 30.41
1m 21.30 26.48 29.28 29.81
Sc
en
e
3 0.5m 18.95 19.49 24.67 31.33
0.8m 19.98 26.20 27.43 31.07
1m 20.05 26.30 29.20 30.04
Avg. 24 17.77 21.13 25.64 26.26
Avg. 100 19.29 22.43 25.08 27.31
TABLE I: Quantitative analysis of the DOF extension meth-
ods.
In addition to the qualitative results, we provide the quanti-
tative analysis of the proposed method together with existing
approaches. In particular, we derive the peak signal-to-noise-
rations (PSNRs) for each test setup in Fig. 8, as well as the
average PSNRs for all images in the Kodak 24 data set and
100 test images of the BSDS500 data set [41]. The results
are given in Table I. The average PSNR values are calculated
by assigning a random depth to each image in the data set,
uniformly chosen within the scene depth range of [0.5 m,∞].
The PSNR values are then averaged. The table demonstrates
that the proposed method achieves better PSNR values, both
for the individual images illustrated in Fig. 8, and the average
values in two different data sets. An important observation is
that the USAF test chart image (Scene 1 in Table I) is a failure
case for [27]. Although their method also targets a depth range
of [0.5 m,∞) and demonstrates high-quality results for the
natural images, it suffers from the ringing artifacts, blur and
chromatic aberrations in the reconstructed test chart image.
The superior performance of the proposed method, concerning
both the demonstrated images and the average PSNR values of
the utilized data sets, can be explained by a few critical factors.
First, the optimization of DOE is not limited to a specific
set of patterns (as in [28]); it is analytically defined based
on the desired range of EDoF. Furthermore, as the imaging
systems with hybrid refractive-diffractive optical elements are
known to decrease the chromatic aberrations [17], it is natural
to observe less artifacts (e.g., compared to [27]) related to
color aberrations (as especially seen in the USAF test chart ).
Second, the proposed method utilizes CNN for the deblurring,
which is expected to suppress the ringing artifacts and achieve
better results than the Wiener filtering that is used in other
compared methods.
2) Noise Analysis: The robustness of the proposed al-
gorithm is tested against varying sensor image and DOE
height map noise levels for both inside and outside the
training noise limits. In particular, we evaluate the net-
work output by increasing the sensor and the height-map
noises respectively. The tested sensor noise levels are σs =
{0.005, 0.009.0.015, 0.020}, where the height-map noise is
assumed as σd = 30 nm. Fig. 9 illustrates the results for
a natural image located at z = zfG . As it can be inferred
from the figure, the post-processing is robust within the noise
limits introduced in the training, after which the image quality
is observed to decrease. The robustness of the algorithm can
be increased by broadening the noise limits during training;
however this is expected to come at the cost of decrease in
the overall image quality, as we have observed such effect
in different sets of experiments. The noise limits therefore
should be chosen in accordance with the sensor specifications;
a sensor with small pixel size will introduce more noise. Please
also note that no extra post-processing is applied to images in
Fig. 9 for image denoising. Thus, the results can be actually
improved by further utilizing denoising algorithms.
σs = 0.005 σs = 0.009 σs = 0.015 σs = 0.02
29.30 28.82 27.95 27.28
Fig. 9: Reconstruction results for increasing sensor read noise.
Top: sensor outputs with different noise levels, bottom: post-
processed images given with PSNR values.
In the second noise analysis, the DOE height map fabri-
cation noise levels of σd = {20 nm, 30 nm, 40 nm, 50 nm}
are tested, where the sensor noise is set as σs = 0.005.
Fig. 10 shows the results for the same natural image located at
z = zfG . We observe the effect of the noise in the phase mask
as hazing in the image domain, which becomes significant at
and above the training noise limit of σd = 40 nm. Additional
dehazing algorithms may improve the results.
σd = 20nm σd = 30nm σd = 40nm σd = 50nm
29.31 29.30 28.07 25.76
Fig. 10: Reconstruction results for increasing height-map
noise. Top: sensor outputs with different noise levels, bottom:
post-processed images given with PSNR values.
3) Broadband Imaging: Although the method is trained and
tested above for three distinct wavelengths standing for the
red, green, and blue channels of the sensor, in reality a sensor
pixel integrates over a continuous spectrum range, based on
its spectral response. Therefore, here we test the broadband
imaging performance of the algorithm to investigate possible
artifacts (e.g., chromatic aberrations) introduced due to the
discrete wavelength assumption in the imaging model. For this
purpose, a hyperspectral image data set [42] is used as a source
for broadband test images, in which each image has 31 equally
spaced bands from 420 nm to 720 nm (a hyperspectral image
is represented as a data cube as illustrated in Fig. 11, left).
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Fig. 11: Broadband imaging simulation setup. Left: A sample
hyper-spectral image (Data set from [42]). Right: Example
sensor spectral response (Adopted from [43]).
In the camera model, the sensor image is first found for each
channel by convolving the wavelength-dependent PSF with
the corresponding channel of the hyperspectral image. The
RGB sensor image is then formed by weighted average of
each channel based on the spectral response shown in Fig. 11,
right. The reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 12 for
two hyperspectral test images at three different depths. We
report the PSNR values of each case, comparing the network
output with the ground-truth color image, which is defined
as the weighted average of the original hyperspectral image
with the sensor response. The proposed method is observed
to perform well also in the broadband imaging scenario,
providing achromatic DoF extension.
4) 3D Scene: During training, we simulate the sensor
images by assuming planar objects at constant depth. Such
approach simplifies the forward model to a single convolution
between the image and the PSF calculated at the corresponding
depth, which in turn speeds up the training. A more rigorous
imaging model, however, should incorporate the pixel-wise
depth map as well, from which the sensor image is obtained
through the depth-dependent convolution via Eq. 1 and 2. To
test our approach on a more realistic scene model, we utilize
TAU-Agent data set [29], which consists of synthetic sharp
images together with accurate pixel-wise depth maps created
in Blender. Fig. 13 shows an example image from the data
set with its depth map. The scene depth range is shifted with
respect to the original so that the closest object is located at
0.5 m, where the furthest object is at 4.46 m. The depth values
are quantized with 1 mm steps, which corresponds to 475
different depth values within the scene. The simulated sensor
image and the output of the post-processing are presented
in the figure. The reconstructed image appears free from
ringing artifacts, which are likely to occur in most conventional
extended DoF imaging methods.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The EDoF capabilities of the proposed approach is tested
through a DOE that is fabricated onto a positive-tone pho-
toresist, S1813 (Microchem, GmbH) [44] using grayscale
lithography. The optical micro-graph of the fabricated DOE is
shown in Fig. 15. By exposing the photoresist with a spatially
Colorchart Butterfly
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Fig. 12: Broadband imaging results for two hyper-spectral
data. Top row: Ground-truth color images are obtained by
taking the weighted average of each color channel by the
sensor spectral response (see Fig. 11). Second to last rows:
The sensor images and the network outputs for object depths
of 0.5 m, 1 m, and ∞, respectively.
Image Depth
z ∈ (0.5m, 4.46m)
Sensor Output
PSNR=30.76
Fig. 13: Reconstruction results with synthetic 3D scene.
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Fig. 14: Experimental results. From left to right: sensor image taken with the proposed implementation, output of the D-CNN
on the sensor image taken with the proposed method, sensor image taken with the refractive lens-only, zoomed-in images of
the network output and the sensor image of refractive lens-only, corresponding to the defocused and focused regions.
modulated exposure (based upon a previous calibration step),
one can generate 3D structures after development [45], [46].
The photopolymer is spun at 1000 rpm for 60 s, then baked
on a hot-plate at 110 ◦C for 30 min in convection oven. After
exposure, it is developed in AZ developer 1:1 [47] for 40 s,
rinsed with DI water and dried with N2. A 50.8 mm-diameter
soda-lime glass wafer of thickness 0.55 mm is used as the
support substrate. The minimum feature width, maximum fea-
ture depth and number of gray-levels in this design are 3 µm,
1.2 µm and 98 µm, respectively. To estimate the fabrication
error, we measure the height of 30 randomly selected pixels
and compare them with the corresponding design heights,
shown in Fig. 15. The average and standard deviation of height
error are found to be 44 nm and 49.5 nm, respectively.
Fig. 15: Fabrication of the DOE. Left: optical micrograph of
the fabricated DOE. The size of the device is approximately
5 mm × 5 mm. Right: to estimate the fabrication error, the
heights of 30 randomly selected pixels were measured. By
comparing to the design values, we estimate the average and
standard deviation of height-map error as 44 nm and 49.5 nm,
respectively.
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Fig. 16: Experimental setup. Left: for imaging, the imaging
lens and the DOE was placed in the front and back focal
plane of a 4f-system. Right: Photograph of the setup.
We set a benchtop optical setup to test our EDoF camera
in real world imagery. The schematic of the setup is shown in
Fig. 16, left. We employ a 4f-system using two identical lenses
(AC254-050-A, Thorlabs), L1 and L2, where the imaging lens
(6 mm Dia × 36 mm FL VIS 0◦ Coated, UV Plano-Convex
Lens, Edmund Optics) is placed at the front focal plane of L1
and the DOE is placed at the back focal plane of L2. First,
the DOE is removed and a green object is placed 1.3 m away
from the imaging lens, an image sensor (DFM 72BUC02-
ML, The Imaging Source) is placed behind the back focal
plane of L2. The sensor distance is adjusted until a sharp
image of the green object is formed. The distance between
the back focal plane and the sensor plane is found to be
36.9 mm, as consistent with the design. Keeping the sensor-
to-DOE distance fixed, different objects are placed within
the depth range z ∈ [0.5 m, 1.3 m] from the imaging lens,
corresponding to the defocus range of Ψ ∈ [0,Ψmax], and
their corresponding images are captured on the image sensor.
All objects are illuminated with a white LED flash light.
Two sets of images are taken for each case, one with the
DOE and a second without the DOE. Fig. 14 illustrates the
comparative results, where the green bus is at around 0.5 m
and yellow car is at around 1.3 m. As it is illustrated through
the zoomed-in images in the figure, the proposed method
is capable of reconstructing the details within the defocused
regions of the refractive lens, without significantly sacrificing
from the quality at the focused region. In addition, our end-
to-end approach seems to address the spherical aberrations in
the refractive lens as well. However, we still observe a few
artifacts in the network output. The ringing artifacts due to the
deconvolution are slightly visible at the edges of the textures.
Even though the network addresses most of the halo artifacts
observed in the sensor image, such artifacts are still visible
at the edges between the objects and the background in the
network output. Please also note that the standard deviation of
the DOE fabrication error is found to be 49.5 nm, which also
causes degradation in the image quality, as discussed in Sec. V.
Some of the above-mentioned artifacts can be addressed by
designing a network more robust to the DOE fabrication
noise. Nevertheless, the experimental results demonstrate the
proposed end-to-end system is a promising solution for the
EDoF imaging.
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VII. CONCLUSION
In the presented work, we propose an EDoF imaging system
co-optimizing the optics and the signal post-processing. In
particular, by designing a differentiable imaging model and
incorporating it into a CNN, we design an end-to-end opti-
mization framework. The optical model consists of a refractive
lens and a DOE-based phase modulating element, of which
the phase profile is an optimization parameter. The hybrid
refractive-diffractive imaging system has two main advantages
compared to the existing approaches. First, the main refractive
lens restricts the depth-dependent PSF sizes that helps us to
define the optimal search space with an analytical expression.
Second, the color aberration is minimized due to the color
dispersions of refractive and diffractive elements being oppo-
site to each other. The reconstruction results through rigorous
simulations as well as real-world experiments demonstrate
that the proposed algorithm improves the state of the art in
broadband EDoF imaging, achieving good results in wide
EDoF range.
As future work, we would like to explore the potential of the
co-design of optics and signal post-(pre-)processing scheme
in different camera (display) applications. This is expected to
lead to optimal task-specific computational camera and display
designs, such as hyperspectral camera or light field display.
APPENDIX
PSF MODELLING AS A NETWORK LAYER
FORWARD
Let us consider a point source located at distance z from the
camera plane on the optical axis of the lens. Under monochro-
matic illumination with the wavelength λ, the wave field in
front of the camera plane due to such point is approximated
as [34]
U−0λ,z (s, t) =
exp(−jkz)
−jλz exp
[
jk
2z
(s2 + t2)
]
. (15)
At the camera plane, the incoming wave is modulated by the
transmittance function of the lens and the DOE. The field right
after the camera plane is
U+0λ,z (s, t) = U
−
0 (s, t)A(s, t) exp(jΦλ(s, t)) exp(jΦ
l
λ(s, t)),
(16)
with A(s, t) being the lens amplitude, Φλ(s, t) and Φlλ(s, t)
being the phase modulation by the mask and the lens, respec-
tively. The modified wave field U+0λ,z (s, t) then propagates the
distance zi to the sensor plane, from where the intensity is
recorded. The wave propagation can be expressed using the
Fresnel diffraction model as [34]
Uzi(x, y) =
exp(jkzi)
jλzi
exp
[
jk
2zi
(x2 + y2)
]
×F
{
U+0λ,z (s, t) exp
[
jk
2zi
(s2 + t2)
]}∣∣∣∣(
x
λzi
, yλzi
),
(17)
where F{.} is the Fourier transform operator. Finally, the
incoherent PSF is hλ,z(x, y) = |Uzi(x, y)|2.
A plano-convex spherical refractive lens with the central
thickness d0 and radius of curvature R has a thickness
function, dl(s, t), in the form of
dl(s, t) = d0 − (R−
√
R2 − (s2 + t2)). (18)
In the thin lens model, where we assume s2 + t2  R2, the
thickness function is approximated using
√
R2 − (s2 + t2) ≈
R− (s2 + t2)/2R as
dl(s, t) ≈ d0 − (s2 + t2)/2R. (19)
Following Eq. 3 and 19, we derive the phase modification
through the lens, Φlλ(s, t) as
Φlλ(s, t) = −k(nlλ−1)(R−
√
R2 − (s2 + t2)) ≈ − k
2fλ
(s2+t2),
(20)
where fλ = R/(nlλ−1). The constant term d0 is omitted as its
effect is negligible. Using the thin lens model and Eq. 15 - 17,
we derive the incoherent PSF expression of Eq. 4.
BACKWARD
In this section, we derive the partial derivatives of the error
with respect to the individual elements of the phase mask. Let
us first define the DOE over a discrete finite 2D grid of size
M×N , and denote the discrete samples of the phase delay as
Φm,n = Φλ[m,n], ∀m ∈ [0,M−1],∀n ∈ [0, N−1]. Similarly,
the samples of the discrete defocused pupil function is Qm,n =
Qλ,z[m,n]. Let us denote the indices of the discrete PSF with
k ∈ [0,M − 1], l ∈ [0, N − 1], that is, hk,l = hλ,z[k, l]. In the
backward pass, the partial derivative of the error with respect
to the PSF, ∂L/∂h, and the defocused pupil function, Q, are
assumed to be known. Using the chain rule
∂L
∂Φm,n
=
∑
k,l
∂L
∂hk,l
∂hk,l
∂Φm,n
. (21)
Based on Eq. 4, the discrete PSF can be expressed as
hk,l = Qˆk,lQˆ
∗
k,l, (22)
where Qˆ is the discrete Fourier transform of Q,
Qˆk,l =
∑
m,n
Qm,ne
−j2pi( kMm+ lN n), (23)
and ∗ denotes complex conjugate. Using the product rule on
Eq. 22
∂hk,l
∂Φm,n
=
∂Qˆk,l
∂Φm,n
Qˆ∗k,l +
∂Qˆ∗k,l
∂Φm,n
Qˆk,l. (24)
Please note that the first and the second terms in the right hand
side of Eq. 24 are conjugate variables. Since the sum of any
complex conjugate pairs is z+z∗ = 2 Re(z), deriving the first
term is sufficient. The partial derivative ∂Qˆk,l/∂Φm,n can be
calculated using the chain rule as
∂Qˆk,l
∂Φm,n
=
∑
p,q
∂Qˆk,l
∂Qp,q
∂Qp,q
∂Φm,n
. (25)
Considering Eq. 5 in discrete form, one can notice that
the relation between Q and Φ is element-wise, making the
Jacobian matrix diagonal. That is, ∂Qp,q/∂Φm,n = jQp,q for
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p = m, q = n, and 0 elsewhere. Replacing the derivative of
Eq. 23 into Eq. 25 then, we conclude that
∂Qˆk,l
∂Φm,n
= jQm,ne
−j2pi( kMm+ lN n). (26)
Placing Eq. 24 and 26 into Eq. 21,
∂L
∂Φm,n
= 2 Re
(∑
k,l
∂L
∂hk,l
jQm,ne
−j2pi( kMm+ lN n)Qˆ∗k,l
)
.
(27)
Please note that we use the fact that ∂L/∂hk,l is real. It
is straightforward to notice that the conjugate of Eq. 27
corresponds to the inverse discrete Fourier transform. We
obtain in the matrix form that
∂L
∂Φ
= 2MN Im
(
F−1
(
∂L
∂h
◦ Qˆ
)
◦Q∗
)
, (28)
where F−1(.) is the inverse discrete Fourier transform and ◦
represents the Hadamard (element-wise) multiplication.
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